Welcome to Aerie and the Island of Palms! What will keep you
coming back to this island is the “throwback” feel of a beach
town of yesteryear. With a mixture of permanent residents,
vacationers, and day-trippers, the island welcomes one and all.
To preserve the tranquility of this unique getaway, the island
has adopted reasonable livability standards which are strictly
enforced. Perhaps the most guarded of these standards is the
one regarding noise. To protect the serenity of all, especially
those that are permanent residents on the island, there will be
no music nor noise generated above a low-key conversational
level after the hours of 10PM on weekdays and Sunday and
11PM on Fridays and Saturdays. Something as apparently
benign as a spirited ping pong match or a children’s game of
Marc Polo in the pool, can easily exceed the standard. Group
gatherings on the porch would be very difficult to contain to a
“low key conversational” level.
We point this out as a few years ago our season started with
our first two guest families renting receiving noise violations.
One for a porch party and another for kids playing/shouting in
the pool after hours, both within 15 minutes of the noise curfew
time limit.
To respect the rules of the island and those that live here, we
ask that you take your gatherings inside after the hours
specified. Aerie is uniquely laid out to support many
conversation areas with a larger social setting flowing out from
the kitchen. Make sure all in your party are aware and be
responsible to check that the children are not unattended
outside.
This in no way precludes a late night dip in the pool or a
intimate conversation on one of the ocean-breeze filled
porches! We want you to enjoy your stay free of any intrusion
by a police force that guards this island, and its beach, with
pride and commitment.

